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The first European edition of Francis DK Ching’s classic visual guide to the basics of building

construction.For nearly four decades, the US publication Building Construction Illustrated has

offered an outstanding introduction to the principles of building construction. This new

European edition focuses on the construction methods most commonly used in Europe,

referring largely to UK Building Regulations overlaid with British and European, while applying

Francis DK Ching’s clear graphic signature style. It provides a coherent and essential primer,

presenting all of the basic concepts underlying building construction and equipping readers

with useful guidelines for approaching any new materials or techniques they may

encounter.European Building Construction Illustrated provides a comprehensive and lucid

presentation of everything from foundations and floor systems to finish work. Laying out the

material and structural choices available, it provides a full understanding of how these choices

affect a building 2s form and dimensions. Complete with more than 1000 illustrations, the book

moves through each of the key stages of the design process, from site selection to building

components, mechanical systems and finishes.Illustrated throughout with clear and accurate

drawings that effectively communicate construction processes and materialsProvides an

overview of the mainstream construction methods used in EuropeBased around the UK

regulatory framework, the book refers to European level regulations where

appropriate.References leading environmental assessment methods of BREEAM and LEED,

while outlining the Passive House StandardIncludes emerging construction methods driven by

the sustainability agenda, such as structural insulated panels and insulating concrete

formworkFeatures a chapter dedicated to construction in the Middle East, focusing on the Gulf

States
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Building Construction Illustrated, Building Codes Illustrated: A Guide to Understanding the

2021 International Building Code, Building Structures Illustrated: Patterns, Systems, and

Design, Architectural Graphics, The Craft of Research, Fourth Edition (Chicago Guides to

Writing, Editing, and Publishing), Architecture: Form, Space, and Order, Building Codes

Illustrated: A Guide to Understanding the 2015 International Building Code, Interior Design

Illustrated, Architectural Detailing: Function, Constructibility, Aesthetics, The Architect's Studio

Companion: Rules of Thumb for Preliminary Design, The Visual Handbook of Building and

Remodeling, Simplified Engineering for Architects and Builders (Parker/Ambrose Series of

Simplified Design Guides), 101 Things I Learned in Architecture School

ring0, “Nice book, much overlap with the non-European version. Any student of Architecture or

Interior Design is probably familiar with Francis Ching's work. This book is a re-working of his

classic 

  

Building Construction Illustrated

  

  

, with the focus shifted to the EU. There is also a small final chapter on building construction

in the Middle East.A lot of the text in the book is taken wholesale from the original American

version - a paragraph-by-paragraph comparison of the first few chapters gave me more than

90% overlap, and the ending chapters covering HVAC and materials appear to be almost

identical. There are some differences in naming - "Wood" is called "Timber," "Gypsum board is

called "Plasterboard," measurements are in metrics, and so on. Much of the difference in

actual content, however, arises from new green and sustainable building technology.In Chapter

1, "The Building Site," 32 sections have the same title. The EU version adds: "BREEAM,"

"Carbon Reduction Strategies," "The Passive House Standard," and (oddly) "Drawing

Conventions." The US version adds: "The 2030 Challenge," "Regulatory Factors," and "Zoning

Ordinances," as well as three sections that are addressed elsewhere in the EU book: "Slope

Protection," "Retaining Walls," and "Site Description." In Chapter 5, on "Wall Systems," the EU

version has sections on Hemp and Straw Bale construction, while the US version covers Glass

Block and Structural Clay tile. In Chapter 6, "Roof Systems," the EU version has a section on

GluLam beam roofs not in the US version. Chapter 9, on "Special Construction," adds a

section on prefab Pod Systems. And so on.Is it worth buying this book just for the divergent

sections? That question is up to the reader. Certainly the new information is interesting. I do

wish the publisher had taken sustainability into account, however, and just published the

upgrade.(I also wish the publisher had used a more readable font, as many other reviewers of



this round of Ching's books have noted).”

Narut Ujnat, “For a construction guide, this is a fantastic source.. As someone familiar with

construction practices, I actually was not familiar with Francis Ching and his guides. I was

really excited to see these guides and I was excited to review this book about European

Construction.First off, the book is organized with considerations of materials, sites and

designs. The book then has many chapters on actual building considerations on putting up a

variety of structures, including homes and businesses.The book has lots of details and great

illustrations of the features discussed herein, giving the reader a great ability to visualize

exactly what is being discussed.Since the book is geared towards European construction

standards, the book is written with a view towards the metric system and the buildings here are

synonymous, but not exactly like American structures.On the other hand, this book and the

Construction Standards companion volume are excellent resource guides. I have found myself

looking through this book with curiosity over different questions I might have regarding different

aspects of structures and certainly different components.A excellent resource, this is well worth

a purchase for the curious layperson and/or professional.  You will learn a lot.”

Margaret P., “Primarily for UK and European readers. "European Building Construction

Illustrated" by Francis D.K. Ching is the European version of a book by the same author that

has been popular with architecture and building construction students for decades, 

  

"Building Construction Illustrated"

  

  

.This version is intended primarily for UK readers, with some references to continental

European and Middle Eastern building practices. Although it could serve as an introduction to

those standards for U.S. readers familiar with U.S. building construction concepts and

techniques and will no doubt be popular in the U.S., it is not intended for that purpose, and

does not specifically include or focus on comparison and contrast.Neither is the book just

"translated" from the U.S. version, but has been reconceived. It takes the same approach as

the original version, presenting concepts from the basic and general to those more advanced

and detailed, with straightforward and complementary illustrations and text, with great appeal

for the intended audience.As might be expected, it incorporates metric measurement units,

British spelling and terminology, emphasizes passive and active energy efficiency, and

addresses topics such as use of bathroom pods.”

Miss Pink Lemonade, “Great Material, Mediocre Presentation .... This is a softcover, no-frills,

black & white text. Given this, the price tag seems a little steep. I was thinking somewhere

around $39.99 would be more appropriate. And, echoing another reviewer, the font is a serious

deterrent. (One expects an easy-to-read, standard Times New Roman, not this "stretched out"



eye-strain. One wouldn't think that font would make much of a difference ... but, man, it really

does).The figures/illustrations/schematics are large and fairly clear. Likewise, the information

presented is almost entirely in bullet-pointed paragraphs located next to these figures. This

allows the reader to quickly absorb information without committing to a massive, dense,

reading experience.I located no issues with editing. Likewise, the text is extraordinarily

concise.When open, the text will continue to remain so. This may also seem like an

insignificant detail; however, if one is researching additional material, this is always a plus.

(Nothing worse than your primary text snapping shut while one is paging through another

source).Great material, so-so presentation.”

bruce lee, “This book has uk regulations inside. Perfect in every way possible”

Ashley, “In great condition. Book was new, no problems would buy again.”

bluthize, “Five Stars. Good condition”

Alexandru Derjy, “Five Stars. Perfect!”

The book by Francis D. K. Ching has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 58 people have provided

feedback.
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